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MDB – the ecological challenge

There is great variation between basins so how can 
knowledge of an issue in one basin benefit another?

How is managerial capacity to develop and use 
knowledge about a particular issue best developed?

What role can study of other basins play in that process?



Murray-Darling Basin



Mouth of the River Murray
(indicative of the condition of the river)



Water Act 2007/8
(backed by $12 billion for implementation)

States to refer powers to allow MDB-wide coordination by MDB Authority  
(but the states retain right to veto changes to water shares)
MDBA to prepare a basin plan for the Commonwealth Minister

Basin plan: 
• surface-groundwater cap based on sustainability principles 

(not historical use as is existing Cap on surface water) 
• environmental management plan  and environmental water purchases
• cross-border water trading to max benefits and reduce costs

Basin Plan to be implemented via 15 year state sub-plans
Auditing by national agencies (ACCC, NWC, BOM)
Entitlements for environment  to be purchased and managed by the CEWH 



Community consultation 
sometimes difficult



Use of markets for the environment

National govt providing A$3 billion to purchase water for the 
environment from willing sellers-irrigators (25% of all 
entitlements – more than half is already purchased)

Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder established by 
the Water Act 2007 to manage purchased entitlements 
working to a basin-wide environmental plan



Some relevant issues for other basins

Importance of building wide public support for reform

Need to be able to convince public that reforms are needed 
and just and don’t unfairly target particular groups

Quality of consultation processes is critical

Reforms must be based on good research to survive public 
debate

Good governance arrangements essential for efficiency 
and public trust



Similar questions - different answers
re other basins

Responsibilities between governments? 
Which disputes resolved by courts which by administrators? 
Research and monitoring link to policy and management?
What types of reform work in a particular context?
Balancing need for policy stability against flexibility?
Politically marginal groups most at risk?
Balance between powerful stakeholders and wider public?
Water markets useful? If so, what are the prerequisites?
How can costs and benefits be optimized? (all stakeholders)



Conclusions 
Some knowledge, skills and ideas directly transferable 
but…

Analysis of different manifestations of the same type of 
problem promotes strategic thinking re range of options

Cross basin cooperation builds a wider international 
community of analysis and understanding

The study of other basins gives managers greater 
understanding of their own basin

Central to all the above is the importance of promoting 
independent critical thinking and capacity within-basin  


